JASON POLAKOW KA1111

STANDUP PADDLE AND WINDSURF BOARDS
11’8”
Very stable and versatile, making it the perfect beginner board! Because of its long waterline
it is an excellent glider for open ocean, inner city waterways or lakes. The 32 inch width
and the slightly fuller rails make it so stable that catching a wave is child's play. Despite
its large size this board is very maneuverable. A sharper tuck line in the tail area gives the
board enough traction to be used as a windsurfer! The ideal all-round board with or without
wind; whether paddling or sailing, the whole family can get on and play.
10’8”
The perfect all-rounder for the slightly advanced SUP riders or lightweight beginners.
Based on classic long board design it’s the perfect combination of easy paddling, stability
and maneuverability. The narrow tail, in combination with increased V, makes it very loose
and responsive. A flat deck curve gives the rider confidence when paddling and the stability
needed to cross the breaking waves. You can really rip with this board, even in bigger waves!
9’3”
It will blow your mind! This board has a much narrower nose section making it a lot more
radical, while the 30 inch width in combination with a rather flat deck curve provides
sufficient stability to cross the white water. Once on the wave face, you will experience
fast rail to rail response and agility resulting in tight turns while maintaining speed. It
provides vertical turns and surfboard style ripping for the advanced rider! The perfect
board for the advanced rider.
In a fast and competitive world 'recreation' means squeezing relaxation, fun AND exercise
into the limited amount of free time we have. The oceans and lakes are great places to
do these things, but for a long time the more water-shy people stayed on the beach because

traditional water sports seemed too daunting. It's time to shift that mindset because stand
up paddling is here and ANYONE can do it. Try it in the ocean, on inner city waterways,
lakes or rivers.
SUP is also the hottest way to get that full body workout with the foundation of core
strength that the fitness industry is buzzing about. It's the combination of paddling and
balance coordination that improves overall core strength, making this the most fantastic
cross-training sport in the world!

NAME

VOLUME
liters
SUP 9’3” 128
SUP 10’8” 145
SUP 11’8” 199

LENGTH
cm/ft.
282/9’3”
324/10’8”
358/11’8”

WIDTH
cm/inch
75/29,5”
76/29,9”
79/31,1”

FINS
Single Fin US Box Thruster FCS Box
SU 9,0”
2x FCS M5 4,6”
SU 9,0”
2x FCS M5 4,6”
SU 10,0”

EPOXY SANDWICH TECHNOLOGY
All boards come with an EVA covered standing area, double leash hooks, the possibility
to attach a windsurf rig to the board, carrying handles and a single US fin.
The 9’3” and 10’8”additionally come with FCS thruster fins.
* SUP “CUT-TO-LENGTH” CARBON PADDLE 9,5” x 7’0” (24cm x 213,5cm)
Provides a perfect balance between stiffness and flex. The ergonomic T-handle (included) comes
separately and needs to be glued into the shaft after cutting the shaft to the desired length.

*

**

** SUP “ADJUSTABLE” ALLOY PADDLE 9,5” x 6’4”-7’0” (24cm x 193,5-213,5cm)
Alloy shaft with glass fiber blade, double pin adjustment system.
SUP PADDLES
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